Welcome to Tree Identification in Winter. We will spend some time pointing out items
to make tree ID easy and avoid field guide frustrations.
The tree pictured here is a black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) with blocky bark.
Please note the Charlottesville Area Tree Steward’s website and the web address to
find a copy of these slides should we wish to review any of them.
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When heading out to tree ID, we are looking for differences between characteristics.
All of our senses should be employed including sight, sound, touch, and smell. (Taste
is not recommended.) It’s important to calibrate before hand because sometimes we
are making observations that can be big or subtle differences.
Look at:
• the whole tree when we are working on identification; bark can change from the
oldest part of the tree to the youngest part of the tree at the top and out on the
branches.
• the area around the base of the tree (branches and fruit); (use a boot heel scrap)
It is recommended we use multiple lines of evidence in tree ID. Please consider using
at least two or three characteristics together to confirm a tree identification.
The list of gadgets are items we should consider taking with us when trying to identify
trees. The Common Native Trees of Virginia is a publication from the Virginia
Department of Forestry that can either download for free or purchase off their
website, address locted at the bottom of the slide.
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Let’s start by defining what a tree is … see details above.
Something with multiple stems could be a shrub, so avoid trying to ID this when just
starting out.
Try not to identify anything that is too small/young because without bark, tree ID can
be a lot more difficult.
The tree in this picture is a persimmon (Diospyros virginiana); usually found in groups
of three or more, unless really old then they will stand solitary in old farm fields.
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Parts of the tree …
Missing are the leaves, flowers, and fruits making up 5%.
This is a chestnut oak (Quercus prinus formerly Q. montana).
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Here are the characteristics of trees by season …
Remember that we are problem solving, we should look for as many characteristics
as possible while trying to ID a tree.
When conducting tree ID, I like to start from the big picture and then narrow things
down to species (this is reflected in the order of the characteristics provided).
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Where are we? What are the circumstances allowing this tree to grow here?
Examples:
• Temperature range example: sugar maple (Acer saccharum) will not thrive in
Florida because it prefers colder temperatures.
• Rocky overlooks with a stunted pine clinging to the rock is usually table mountain
pine (Pinus pungens)
This picture is a pine growing on a rock outcropping along the southern bank of Lake
Superior.
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This is a contour map. The smallest circles depict the top of the hill at its highest point
and the wider circles surrounding represent a regular increment of elevation (height)
heading down the slope. The closer the lines are together the steeper that section of
the hill or mountain is.
We are located near the Blue Ridge Mountains and have lots of topography that can
help us when trying to locate or identify a tree.
There is a large red x over this diagram with the center over the top of the
hill/mountain as an enlarged compass. The sun rises and sets below the horizontal
line representing East and West, making the southern areas drier. The driest location
is the southwest quadrant. The coldest and normally wettest part area would be the
northeast quadrant. If we are looking for a species that does well in dry locations like
a scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea), we should look on southwest or southeast hillsides.
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From bottom left to right, examples of trees that normally have these shapes:
• Left corner: pin oak (Quercus palustris) lower branches heading down, middle
branches heading straight out, and upper branches headed up
• Next to that: elm (Ulmus sp.) – this tree is found along streams in floodplains and
has a beautiful vase or bouquet look to them.
• Top middle: weeping willow (Salix babylonica)
• Bottom middle: larch (Larix sp.) or black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) with branches that
come out at right angles (90º).
• Right pair: oak shapes
This can be helpful to identify trees, but we shouldn’t rely solely on shape for tree ID.
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Lots of different types of barks on trees, they can be a really good way to identify
trees. We will go through several of these bark types and provide examples of trees
for each. Here we want to take a moment to recognize how much variation there is.
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After bark, we will want to look at the branching pattern of the trees.
Lower left is an alternate branching pattern and opposite that (lower right) is an
example of an opposite branching pattern. Look for this on trees, we want to see a
predominance of one or the other. We should start at the outer edges of the tree
where the newest growth is displayed and less impacts from the environment have
taken their toll.
Remember a tree can lose an opposite branch and look alternate but not vice versa.
(An alternate branching tree can not look opposite.)
A buckeye or horse chestnut (Aesculus sp.) is in the top middle as another opposite
branching example.
The top right picture is a white pine (Pinus strobus) with whorled branching, the
branches all come out from the same height on the trunk all the way around like the
spokes of a wheel on a bicycle. The rumour is counting the whorls of branches on a
white pine will provide the age of the tree (adding in 5-10 for the years it was a
sapling).
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A closer look at alternate and opposite branching, as it is shows up in buds, flowers,
and leaves on trees.
Examples:
• black birch (Betula lenta) - alternate
• striped maple (Acer pensylvanicum) - opposite
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Here is the acronym to help remember which trees are opposite branching. Its
important to note that Caprifoliaceae has gone through some changes due to
phylogenetics:
• Viburnum and Elderberry are now in the Adoxaceae family
Once we ID a tree species, we will also try to note if it is opposite or alternate
branching.
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Twig terminology mentioned during the presentation:
Terminal buds - buds that are found on the tips of a stem or branch.
False terminal buds – these buds are not quite centered at the end of the branch,
there is usually a small woody growth that grows slightly beyond the bud or they
share the end of the branch (woody growth and bud). This creates branches that have
a faint zig zag pattern to them as seen on a red bud (Cercis canadensis) or Sycamore
(Platanus occidentalis).
Lenticels - small, lighter colored spots on the back of the twig. They are tiny openings
that allow air in & gas out … for photosynthesis - carbon dioxide in and oxygen out.
Other twig details that you might be interested in:
Lateral buds - buds that grow on the sides of a twig or branch.
Bud scales - small leaves that grow around outside of the bud. If there are no scales,
the bud is considered "naked."
Bud scale scars - tiny dots that can be seen inside the leaf scar after the leaf falls.
Leaf scars - scars left on the twig after the leaf falls.
Nodes - leaf bearing joints of the twig
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Pith - the spongy center tissue of the twig.
Vascular bundle scars - where the xylem entered the leaf and phloem entered the
twig.
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Identification:
Top left to right: Catalpa (Catalpa bignonioides or C. speciosa); princess tree
(Paulownia tomentosa) *invasive; and northern red oak (Quercus rubra);
Top right: tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera)
Middle right: persimmon (Diospyros virginiana)
Bottom right to left: black walnut (Juglans nigra); sweetgum (Liquidambar
styraciflua); chestnut oak (Quercus prinus); and Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis).
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Even though our forest doesn’t have an abundance of leaves right now, we need to
talk about leaf types:
• A tree with simple leaves will have delicate, thin branches; and
• A tree with compound leaves will have stout, thick, chunky branches.
As usual, there is an exception if the tree holds big, fat, or heavy fruit then this
branching concept may not work.
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There aren’t too many trees with smooth bark throughout their life – which is good.
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This tree has the smoothest bark we see in this area.
Marcesence – when dead plant organs ( such as leaves, flowers, or fruits) that
normally are shed are retained or held.
The beech tree has marcesent leaves through winter.
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The red maple bark can be quite variable, but it starts out as smooth. This is one of
those trees where we should look all the way up to see if there are segments of
smooth bark further up the trunk… And all the way down the branches to the red
twigs.
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All birches have catkins (usually a collection of small flowers). They can look like little
swollen protrusions at the end of branches in twos or threes.
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Often have part of their roots in the water.
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Bark in left picture, we should see diamond shapes where these ridges are
intersecting.
The bark picture on the right, we are looking at either the tops or bottoms of arrows
(used in archery).
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These trees will have thick stout twigs because of their compound leaves.
Bud descriptions:
• Bitternut – sulphur yellow bud that looks prehistoric
• Pignut – pinkish terminal pear-shaped bud flanked by purplish bud scales; on a
smooth hairless twig; will find pieces of broken fruit in the soil below
• Mockernut – light yellow in colour and have a Hershey kiss look to them; the twig
is covered with fuzzy hair; heel scrape – big fat thick husks left in the soil
• Shagbark – won’t have to know this bud because the bark will identify this tree
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Shagbark bark on the right - long think vertical shags
Picture on the left, we are looking for diamond shapes. This could be pignut,
mockernut, or pignut bark.
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These trees will have thick, stout twigs because of their compound leaves.
The ash often have a white lichen that is circular in shape somewhere on the bark of
the tree (part of that is captured in the top middle bark picture).
These trees are impacted by the emerald ash borer and identification can now be
made by the scrapings of the sap suckers and woodpeckers (bottom middle picture).
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All oaks will have clusters of buds at the end of their branches:
• White – small cluster, buds rounded light gray or brown; bark starts off as broken
and checkered, as you go up the trunk of the tree you have long overlapping pieces
like shingles that will slightly peal away (left or right)
• Northern Red – buds appear knobby and shiny reddish brown; the bark will have
the white flat-topped ridges; this multi-trunk example suggests the area was
previously logged and this is a stump sprout.
• Black – terminal buds are angular, with tiny white hairs; this bark is tricky but is
often much darker than other tree barks surrounding it.
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Left hand picture is an old silver maple (Acer saccharinum) – these should burst into
flower late February.
Right hand picture is the bark of a Hophornbeam (Ostrya virginiana).
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The left hand bark picture is from black gum (Nyssa sylvatica) with blocky bark. This
again is the tree that has branches that come out at right angles. It also always looks
slightly squashed compared to other trees around it (almost like a giant is stepping
from one black gum to another as they tread over the forest).
The dogwood (Cornus florida) picture is just left of the bottom middle and bottom
middle right is Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana).
Finally, ashes (Fraxinus sp.) can also have blocky bark see picture in the top right hand
corner.
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Left picture bark
Middle picture stipules
Right picture fruit
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Conifers
• Eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginiana) – flat scales or awls
• Pitch pine (Pinus rigida) – needles in bundles of three
• Virginia pine (Pinus virginiana) – needles in pairs, twisted, and 2-inches long; cones
are about 2 inches long
• White pine (Pinus strobus) – five needles per bundle which matches the number of
letters in white
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Characteristics:
• Needles are 1/3” to 2/3” long, dark yellow green, and marked
underneath with 2 white lines.
• Bark on young trees flaky or scaly; soon with wide, flat ridges
becoming heavily and deeply furrowed on old trees.
• Tops of these trees always curve over instead of standing straight
up.
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